Desigo CC for APOGEE

Siemens pairs our most trusted building automation system with our innovative new control center.

Desigo™ CC enhances the power of Siemens APOGEE® Building Automation System. APOGEE, the most trusted brand in the market, has thousands of installations in facilities all over the world. Desigo CC brings a new dimension to APOGEE’s capabilities, giving you a more intelligent level of integration, performance and efficiency for your building’s core systems.

Desigo CC for APOGEE delivers centralized information and single control of building automation, fire and security systems, helping you drive better outcomes. You get the best of APOGEE with an intelligent, user-friendly interface.

**Enhanced interface**

APOGEE Building Automation positions you to make smarter decisions. As the base of control of your platform, it captures actionable, real-time information. Desigo CC for APOGEE provides a streamlined interface for that information. It displays data how you want to see it, enabling smarter, more efficient control strategies. The unique workflow-driven design is intelligent enough to anticipate your next move and adapt to your needs. You can select the part of the facility you’re interested in, and Desigo CC will guide you to the most important information.

With Desigo CC as the central engine for your APOGEE system, you get relevant, easy-to-read data from your building systems. You can personalize the interface so you see what you need to see. And you can identify and address the source of events with ease.

**Open architecture**

Desigo CC for APOGEE was developed to keep pace with changing technology in modern facilities. APOGEE is an open system based around BACnet, and it’s flexible enough to work with many other protocols with the addition of Desigo CC. Its open architecture brings unrivaled control of critical building equipment and systems. It supports a variety of open system protocols and IT standards, including:

- OPC
- Modbus
- XNET
- OnVIF
- SNMP
- OPC
- SMTP

Answers for infrastructure.
Desigo CC for APOGEE is also a powerful tool for monitoring fire alarm systems and is UL listed for use with Siemens leading fire products:

- FireFinder® XLS
- Desigo™ Fire Safety

Desigo CC for APOGEE makes it easy to notify external users of fire and life safety alarms and alerts by utilizing the power of the RENO (remote notification) feature. Users can select a variety of notifications such as email or text message to notify up to 50 recipients. Wherever you are, you can be assured your building is safe.

Better energy management
APOGEE maximizes the efficiency of your facility to make its occupants more productive, secure and comfortable. With the combination of Desigo CC’s logical interface and the trusted APOGEE Building Automation System, you can easily monitor and control energy use. Having smarter control of building systems means you are more informed when making decisions about energy consumption.

Siemens support
Should you ever need assistance, you can depend on Siemens for service and support. Get the help and answers you need through Siemens branches where and when you need it.

The best for your facility
Whether you’re monitoring fire safety systems, controlling HVAC to optimize comfort or modifying system configuration, look to Desigo CC for APOGEE to meet your building’s many requirements.

Highlights

- Centralized information and single control to help drive better outcomes.
- Personalize your interface so you see what you need to see.
- Open BACnet system that is flexible enough to work with many protocols.
- UL listed for fire integration, Desigo CC works with Siemens leading fire products.